TrakSlider™ for Weapon
Storage

Reliable Stability Solution
TrakSlider™ Systems can more than double
storage capacity by converting weapon
storage cabinets into moveable systems that
require a fraction of the original floor space.
Datum's unique design eliminates fixed aisles
between units which reduces retrieval time
and increases user efficiency.
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Thanks to ball bearing construction and four
wheels per carriage, just a simple push of
the hand effortlessly moves cabinets to the
side to access materials stored in the rear of
the unit, while half of the system still remains
accessible.
A variety of configurations offers a wide range
of space-saving storage possibilities from
three to twenty-five weapons cabinets all
housed within one TrakSlider™ System!
TrakSlider™ Systems are one of the most
flexible and efficient ways to increase capacity
for any storage-related application.
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Cabinets are sold separately and are not included with
bi-slider system.
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Anti-tip Safety

Systems feature an Lower
mechanism
to
Anti-Tip
ensure safety and enhance
the ease of movement
among shelving sections.
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Heavy-duty Carriage
Single-piece,
heavy-duty
steel carriage with highdensity Delrin® wheels
creates a durable base for
moveable cabinets.
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Easy Expansion

Modular tracks allow for
the simple conversion of
stationary units to a Bislider system. Track can
also be expanded laterally
to
increase
storage
capacity.
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Leveling Track

Reinforced
steel
tracks
equipped
with
leveling
guides spaced every 12”
from the center creates a
solid foundation that allows
for smooth operation—even
on floors that aren't level.
No permanent attachment
to the floor is required.
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CUSTOMIZABLE, VERSATILE, DURABLE AND GUARANTEED
For more than 50 years, Datum® has been crafting state-of-the-art storage solutions
to fit any need, design and budget. Engineered and constructed in the U.S.A. with
high-quality and environmentally friendly materials and processes, Datum Storage
Solutions® saves space, time and money.
Our customer service team and worldwide network of dealers will work with you to
create a solution for your business, office, educational facility, archive or law
enforcement agency that conforms to your current and future space and storage
needs.

The complete line of Datum weapon storage solutions is available using GSA
contract number GS-28F-005BA.
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